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Laptops For Dummies, 3rd Edition shows you how to use your laptop to its fullest potential, from how to purchase a laptop and what to do when you first open the box to how to keep your laptop safe and running smoothly.
    You will discover how to choose and purchase the right laptop for you, how to set up and maintain your laptop, customize user accounts, adding your laptop to networks, printing, and connecting to the Internet. In this updated and revised edition, find information about synchronizing with the desktop, coordinating email pickup between two machines, remote access to the desktop, networking, power management, storage, and especially laptop security. You’ll find out how to:      

	Navigate all your laptop’s components      
	Use keyboard shortcuts and a mouse      
	Organize and manage files and accounts      
	Print files and add your laptop to a network      
	Properly equip your laptop carrying case with tools and resources      
	Manage the power supply      
	Add software tools to synchronize and update files between a laptop, a PDA, and a desktop or office server      


    In addition to the basics, find lists of ten battery tips and tricks, ten handy laptop accessories, and ten things you should keep in your laptop carrying case in Laptops for Dummies, 3rd Edition, a convenient and handy guide!     


About the Author
   
Dan Gookin started the Dummies phenomenon with DOS For Dummies in 1991. More than 11 million copies of his books are now in print, translated into 32 languages.
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Parallel and Distributed Programming Using C++Addison Wesley, 2003
          Parallel and Distributed Programming Using C++ provides an up-close look at how to build software that can take advantage of multiprocessor computers. Simple approaches for programming parallel virtual machines are presented, and the basics of cluster application development are...
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Computational Intelligence in Information Assurance and Security (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
The global economic infrastructure is becoming increasingly dependent upon information technology, with computer and communication technology being essential and vital components of Government facilities, power plant systems, medical infrastructures, financial centers and military installations to name a few. Finding effective ways to protect...
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Serverless Architectures with AWS: Discover how you can migrate from traditional deployments to serverless architectures with AWSPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Don't waste your energy thinking about servers; use AWS to build enterprise-grade serverless applications.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to quickly and easily go serverless
	
			Explore AWS and Lambda: the first building blocks of serverless applications on AWS
	...
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A Developer's Guide to SQL Server 2005 (Microsoft .Net Development)Addison Wesley, 2006
Few technologies have been as eagerly anticipated as Microsoft SQL Server 2005. Now, two SQL Server insiders deliver the definitive hands-on guide--accurate, comprehensive, and packed with examples. A Developer's Guide to SQL Server 2005 starts where Microsoft's documentation, white papers, and Web...
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Search Engine Optimization For Dummies, Second Edition (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Build sites search engines love, and see your business boom
Find out how to make your site pop to the top when the search is on    

Search engines, search directories, search systems – it’s enough to make you search for antacids! Well, relax – this book not only tells you which is which, it gives you the inside track...
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Business Calculus DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Take the FEAR OUT of Business Calculus


	Business Calculus Demystified clarifies the concepts and processes of calculus and demonstrates their applications to the workplace. Best-selling math author Rhonda Huettenmueller uses the same combination of winning step-by-step teaching techniques and real-world business and...
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